This exhibit is based on his autobiography, "William of Cape
May," along with other papers and materials recently donated to
the Center for Community Arts and now housed in the John and
Janet Nash Archives. At the Carroll Gallery at the Physick Estate.
Free admission.
May
Armed Forces Day Celebration = 20 May
Join the Friends of the World War II Tower in a tribute to those who
served our country.
Cold Spring Village
June
Military Timeline Weekend = 17 – 18 June:
Interested in the Civil War or World War II? Want to learn about
the weaponry and tactics used by the British infantry in the
Victorian Era? Or maybe you are just a history buff who loves it all.
Historic Cold Spring Village will host its annual Military Timeline
Weekend on Saturday and Sunday, June 17-18, which will feature
encampments, weaponry displays and demonstrations from living
history groups depicting various conflicts throughout the centuries.



Civil War Weekend = 16 – 17 September

Cape May County Civil War Round Table
Newsletter = March 2017

Visitors can tour Union and Confederate camps and meet
authentically clad and equipped military and civilian reenactors who
will discuss the everyday lives of Civil War soldiers and the roles
civilians played in supporting them.

Meeting Dates for 2017

Cape May County Historical Society & Museum

16 March: NO MEETING IN MARCH
20 April: Our presentation in April will be by long time member Hank
Heacock. He will be discussing the Sioux Uprising in Minnesota in
1862, and its interaction with the Civil War. Refreshments: Andy Lolli
18 May: Mr. Carmen Fiori will bge telling us about The Two Custers;
the “Civil War” Custer compared to the “Plains Indian” Custer.
Refreshments:
15 June
20 July: Mr. Rich Chimeminto of Cape May will be lecturing about
Civil War music. Refreshments:
17 August
21September
19 October
16 November
?? December

The County Historical Society and Museum would like us to add that
they are looking for volunteers to help with many aspects of their work
– from helping in the library, working in the gardens, to acting as tour
guides/docents in the museum. They also have lost a huge amount of
funding from the county; please support their fund raising efforts!!
They are also always ready to welcome new members as well.

LIST OF LOCAL EVENTS!!!
If anyone knows of local Civil War related events for 2017, please
contact the Secretary so the information can be added to future issues
of the newsletter.
Mid Atlantic Center for the Arts
Feburary
Moore History: The Story of William J. Moore of Cape May = Jan.
16 - April 9, 2017

Round Table Officers
President: Andy Lolli
17 Delaware Ave, Del Haven, NJ 08251
609-889-0061
Email: andylolli@comcast.net
Vice President: Lou Bishop Jr.
21 Schoolhouse Ln, Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
609-463-9277 or 741-5438
southwilriseagain@aol.com
Secretary: Pat Munson-Siter
42 Franklin Ave., Villas, NJ 08251-2407
609-287-5097
patms1766@outlook.com
Treasurer: Jim Marshall
202 Bartram Ln., Ocean City, NJ 08226
609-602-3243
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jim@jimocnj.com
as of 1 April Treasurer will be John Herr, but send dues to Jim for the
moment as John will not be back into the area until then.
PLEASE NOTE: DUES ARE DUE!
Please mail your dues to our Treasurer, Jim Marshall. His address is
above. Dues help pay for speakers for the group. Those who want hard
copies of the newsletter pay more to help defray copy and postage
costs. Dues are: $30 for electronic newsletter and $35 for snail mailed
hard copy

1864
5-6

Battle of the Wilderness (VA)

6

Atlanta Campaign opens

7-19

Battle of Spotsylvania (VA)

11

Battle of Yellow Tavern (VA)

12-13

Second Battle of Drewry's Bluff (VA)

15

Battle of New Market (VA)

24

Battle of the North Anna River (VA)

25-27

Battle of New Hope (GA)

THERE WAS NO MEETING IN January so there are
no minutes

1865
10

Confederate president Davis captured in Georgia

26

Smith surrenders Trans-Mississippi Confederate army

Civil War Related Events in April 2017
1 ALL Park Day, annual volunteer rehab and cleanup day
at Civil War Parks throughout the country. See list:
CivilWar.org

Civil War Timeline for
April

1 VA Hike, “Chancellorsville History Trail,” fit-history
3.6-mile guided tour begins at the Chancellorsville visitor
center, 9001 Plank Road, Spotsylvania. 10 am. Free.
nps.gov/frsp

1860
No Major Events

1861
6

Arkansas secedes

7

Tennessee negotiates alliance with Confederacy

20

North Carolina secedes

21

Confederate legislators vote to move capital to Richmond

23

Virginia secedes (after popular vote)

24

Union soldiers occupy Alexandria (VA)

6

Arkansas secedes

1862
4

Confederates evacuate Yorktown

5

Battle of Williamsburg (VA)

8

Battle of McDowell (VA)

15

Battle of Drewry's Bluff (VA)

23

Battle of Front Royal (VA)

25

Battle of Winchester (VA)

31

Battle of Seven Pines (Fair Oaks) (VA)

1863
1-4

Battle of Chancellorsville

10

Stonewall Jackson dies

16

Battle of Champion's Hill (MS)

1 VA Anniversary activities, “Battle of Five Forks,” on the
battlefield near Petersburg. Ranger talks, living history and
more. 10 am-4 pm. Free. Details, directions: nps.gov/pete
1 DC|MD|VA Bus tour, “Defending the Capital,” a
Smithsonian tour with Ed Bearss. Leaves from 550 C St SW,
Washington. 8 am-6:15 pm. $175. smithsonianassociates.org
(click Civil War).
1 PA Lecture, “Farms of Gettysburg: Moses McClean
Farm,” at the Gettysburg NMP visitor center. 1 pm. Free.
nps.gov/gett/planyourvisit/interpretation.htm
2 VA Anniversary ranger talk, “Confederate Alamo at Fort
Gregg,” at the fort in Petersburg. 11 am. Free. nps.gov/pete
2 PA Lecture, “Farms of Gettysburg: Joseph Sherfy
Farm,” at the Gettysburg NMP visitor center. 1 pm. Free.
nps.gov/gett/planyourvisit/interpretation.htm
4 DC Lecture, “The American Civil War and the World,”
at the Ripley Center, 1100 Jefferson Drive SW, Washington.
$40. smithsonianassociates.org (click Civil War).
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6 VA Anniversary “real time” walking tour, “Battle of
Sailor’s Creek,” at the Sailor’s Creek Battlefield State Park
near Crewe. 4 pm. Free. dcr.virginia.gov/state-parks/sailorscreek#general_information

8 VA Bus tour, “the 1864 Shenandoah Valley Battles of
Third Winchester and Cedar Creek,” leaves from the
Franconia Museum, 6121 Franconia Road, Franconia, at 8:15
am. Details, registration: 703-971-4984.

6-9 PA Symposium and tours, “Ed Bearss Symposium on
Military Leadership & Combat,” based in Chambersburg.
Includes Civil War talks and tours. $475.
civilwarseminars.org

8-12 VA Anniversary living history, ranger programs and
tours focusing on the Battle of Appomattox Station and the
surrender and aftermath, at the Appomattox Court

7-9 VA Special anniversary activities at the Museum of the
Confederacy in Appomattox. Living history and special
exhibit (Saturday and Sunday). Play performance “The
Hannah Reynolds Story,” about a slave wounded during the
Battle of Appomattox, 7 pm Friday, 1:30 pm Saturday and 2
pm Sunday. $5 donation for play. acwm.org
8 DC|MD|VA Bus tour, “Three Key Sites – Harpers Ferry,
Antietam and Gettysburg,” a Smithsonian tour leaves from
550 C St SW, Washington. 8 am-7:30 pm.
$180. smithsonianassociates.org (click Civil War).
8 MD Bus tour, “John Wilkes Booth Escape Route,”
leaves from the Surratt House Museum in Clinton. 7 am-7
pm. $85. surrattmuseum.org
8 VA Lecture, “Abraham Lincoln at City Point and
Petersburg,” at General Grant’s Headquarters in Hopewell. 2
pm. Free. nps.gov/pete
8 VA Walking tour of Fort Huger, a Confederate fort on
the James River, 15080 Talcott Terrace, Isle of Wight
County, near Smithfield. 10 am. Free.
historicisleofwight.com
8 VA Living history at the Sailor’s Creek Battlefield State
Park near Crewe. 9 am-4 pm. Free. dcr.virginia.gov/stateparks/sailors-creek#general_information
8 VA Lecture, “Conserving Civil War Shipwrecks —
Research and Innovations,” at the Mariners’ Museum in
Newport News. 2:30 pm. Free with admission.
marinersmuseum.org
8 VA Special restoration tour of Liberia, a Civil War-era
headquarters (8601 Portner Ave) in Manassas. Includes Civil
War graffiti, stories. 2 pm. $10. manassasmuseum.org

10 VA Lecture, “The Mystery of the Disappearing
Change,” a look at strange Union coin shortage in 1862, at
the Capital Ale House, 623 E Main St, Richmond. 6:30 pm.
Free. acwm.org
15 VA Hike, “Fredericksburg: The Slaughter Pen Farm,”
fit-history 2-mile guided tour begins at 11190 Tidewater
Trail, Fredericksburg. 10 am. Free. nps.gov/frsp
15 VA Walking tour, “Point of Rocks,” begins at Dodd
Park, 201 Enon Church Road, Chester. 10 am-noon. $8.
chesterfieldhistory.com
15 VA Van tour, “The Seven Days Battles Part I,” through
Gaines’ Mill. Leaves from Lee Hall in Newport News. 8 am4 pm. $50. More info, reservations: 757-888-3371 extension
306.
15 MD Bus tour, “John Wilkes Booth Escape Route,”
leaves from the Surratt House Museum in Clinton. 7 am-7
pm. $85. surrattmuseum.org
19-23 PA Bus and walking tours, “Battle of Gettysburg,”
with Ed Bearss and others based in Gettysburg. $695 (does
not include lodging). civilwartours.org
20 DC Book talk and reception, Midnight in America:
Darkness, Sleep, and Dreams During the Civil War, at
President Lincoln’s Cottage, 140 Rock Creek Church Road
NW, Washington. 6 pm reception, 6:30 lecture. $10 each.
lincolncottage.org
22 MD Bus tour, “John Wilkes Booth Escape Route,”
leaves from the Surratt House Museum in Clinton. 7 am-7
pm. $85. surrattmuseum.org
22 VA Boat tour, “Potomac Blockade,” includes Freestone
Point and other Confederate fort sites, 10 am-1 pm. $45.
Reservations: 703-792-4754.

8 VA Bus tour, “Potomac Blockade,” includes Aquia,
Quantico, Freestone Point and more. 8:30 am-4:30 pm.
$80/includes lunch. Reservations: 703-792-4754.
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22-23 PA Tour, “Gettysburg: Day Two — Sites Seldom
Seen,” based in Gettysburg. $245 does not include lodging.
cwea.net

29 VA Living history, “Civil War Day,” camps, music,
demonstrations and more at Historic Blenheim, 3610 Old
Lee Highway, Fairfax. 210 am-5 pm. $5/adult. 703-591-0560

23 VA Lecture, “Sectionalism and Secession: The West
Virginia Statehood Movement,” at the Museum of the
Confederacy in Appomattox. 6:30 pm reception, 7 pm
lecture. $10. acwm.org
26-29 VA Conference, “Stonewall Jackson in the Valley,”
tours, talks and more, headquartered in Winchester. More
info, registration: shenandoahatwar.org
27 VA Talk and reception, “Sectionalism and Secession:
the West Virginia Statehood Movement,” at the Museum of
the Confederacy in Appomattox. 6:30 pm reception, 7 pm
talk. $10. acwm.org
27-29 VA Tour, “ Lee and Jackson at Chancellorsville: An
Insider’s Walking Tour,” with Robert K. Krick. $325 does
not include lodging. cwea.net
27-30 MD Bus and walking tours, “The Maryland
Campaign,” with Ed Bearss and Tom Clemens. Covers
Harpers Ferry, South Mountain and Antietam. Based in
Hagerstown. $550 (does not include lodging).
civilwartours.org
28-30 VA Reenactment, “Buchanan Civil War Living
History Weekend,” at various locations in Buchanan.
Exhibits, skirmish reenactment (7 pm Friday), living history
camps and demonstrations all weekend. Battle reenactments
3 pm Saturday, 1:30 pm Sunday. Complete details:
townofbuchanan.com/event/buchanan-civil-war-historyweekend-2
29 VA Hike, “Wilderness: Chewning and Tapp Farm,” fithistory 4.5-mile guided tour begins at Stop 5 on the
Wilderness Battlefield west of Fredericksburg. 10 am. Free.
nps.gov/frsp
29 VA Van tour, “1864 Bermuda Hundred Campaign,”
begins at Henricus Historical Park, 251 Henricus Road,
Chester. 1-5 pm. $15. chesterfieldhistory.com
29 VA House tour, “The Deadliest Enemy: Disease in the
Civil War,” at Ben Lomond Historic Site in Manassas. 11
am-4 pm. $5. 703-367-7872.

.

Engineering Victory: How Technology Won the Civil War
by Army, Thomas F. Jr.
Publisher: Johns Hopkins
Retail Price: $49.95
Issue: Winter 2017
ISBN: 9781421419374

Victory Improvised

Engineering Victory: How Technology Won the Civil
War by Thomas F. Army Jr. is one of several recent
studies that examine military engineering in the Civil
War. These include Justin Solonick’s similarly titled
Engineering
Victory: The
Union Siege of
Vicksburg
(Southern Illinois
University Press,
2015), which
focuses on the
engineering
aspects of that
siege, and Earl
Hess’s three works
on field
fortifications:
Field Armies and
Fortifications in
the Civil War,
Trench Warfare
under Grant and Lee, and In the Trenches at
Petersburg (University of North Carolina Press,
2005, 2007, 2009). In his contribution to this trend,
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Army maintains that the North won the war because
of its advantage in mechanical skills and a culture of
innovation which gave Union armies an edge in
military engineering that enabled them to maintain
lines of supply and communication for operations deep
inside Confederate territory.
Army develops this argument in three parts. The first
explores the social origins of the sections’ differing
engineering capabilities. The author contends that the rise
of industry in the North prompted common school reforms
and a lyceum movement that enhanced literacy, numeracy,
and basic knowledge, while industrial development put a
premium on technical innovation. As a consequence,
northern workers were given free rein to implement
improvements that were then shared through mechanics’
institutes, fairs and exhibitions, all of which further
diffused technical knowledge among the northern public.
In the South, however, the influence of slavery led to more
limited educational opportunities as elites opposed public
education to prevent the spread of ideas that could
threaten slavery. Moreover, the few industrial concerns in
the South were staffed largely by slaves who were neither
encouraged to innovate nor permitted to share ideas.
Because of these differences, the northern population was
more amenable to a system of bottom-up technical
innovation that enhanced the North’s wartime engineering
capacity.
Part II of Engineering Victory focuses on the
establishment, composition, and initial operations of Civil
War engineering forces. The Union’s one regular Engineer
Company was enlarged and supplemented with three new
companies to form the Engineer Battalion, but this unit
provided only a small portion of the engineering arm for a
single Federal army. Union commanders accepted
specialized volunteer units to expand their engineering
capabilities, and in the west, they also detailed infantry
units to serve as pioneers and assist with engineering
duties. Because of the northern economy and educational
system, the members of the various Union volunteer
engineer units and many northern infantrymen had some
mechanical aptitude. Lacking similar resources, the
Confederacy never had enough engineers. Army
buttresses this point by identifying a pattern of
Confederate failure and improvisational Union success in
early engineering operations. In the west, the
Confederacy’s insufficiency of engineers led to the poor
position of Fort Henry on the Tennessee River, while the
ingenuity of northern volunteer engineers was
demonstrated when they devised an apparatus to cut trees
below the waterline of a bayou in order to open a canal
across a bend in the Mississippi and bypass Island No. 10.

Similarly, a failure of Confederate mapmakers during the
1862 Peninsula Campaign cost Joseph Johnston an
opportunity to benefit from George McClellan’s division
of his army across the Chickahominy River at the Battle of
Seven Pines. James Longstreet’s Confederate corps took
the wrong road, snarled up Johnston’s advance, and
deprived the southern attack of much of its intended force.
In the same engagement, however, the ingenuity of Union
soldiers saved Erasmus Keyes’ IV Corps. Before the battle
Federal engineers had built several bridges over the river,
and two more, Sumner’s Upper and Lower bridges, were
improvised by volunteer infantry regiments from Edwin
Sumner’s II Corps. As Army points out, Sumner’s Upper
Bridge was critical in moving reinforcements from
Sumner’s corps to shore up the hard-pressed IV Corps
during the battle, although the author neglects to mention
that Sumner’s Lower Bridge collapsed and could not be
used. While astute readers will wish that the positions of
these two improvised structures had not been reversed on
the map Army provides (123), his claim for the
significance of one of them still stands.
Army also applies his argument to railroad management.
Drawing on northern experiences with larger complex
railroads managed by delegating authority to competent
subordinates, the Union took control of critical lines in
1862. The United States Military Railroads under Daniel
McCallum provided oversight and minimized the chaos
previously caused by the interference of military officers.
Appointed to assist McCallum, Herman Haupt laid the
foundation for the United States Construction Corps by
assigning men from infantry units to maintain and repair
the railroad on the basis of their prewar occupations.
Without the same antebellum tradition of railroad
management or a similar pool of skilled labor, Army
argues, the Confederacy could not create an efficient
organization to manage its rail lines.
Federal military forces also improved their field
engineering organizations in 1862, following the lead of
William Rosecrans. When he assumed command of the
Army of the Cumberland that fall, Rosecrans had only two
regular engineer officers and a handful of volunteer
engineer troops. His first innovation was in mapping;
Rosecrans assigned non-engineering volunteer officers to
collect topographical information and forward it to
Captain Nathaniel Michler, the regular topographical
engineer on his staff. This expanded Michler’s ability to
produce maps for field operations. Likewise, Rosecrans
had his other regular engineer, Captain James Morton,
organize permanent pioneer brigades by detailing soldiers
with mechanical skills from each regiment. This allowed
the general to quickly augment his engineering force. All
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of this was possible, according to Army, because northern
volunteers had sufficient mechanical knowledge to be
rapidly converted into a close approximation of military
engineers. This argument, however, could have been
further refined by clearly acknowledging Rosecrans’s
engineering background. Instead, Army implies on page
73 that he was one of many prewar officers who served in
non-engineering branches or picked up technical skills
during a civilian career when, in fact, Old Rosy served in
the antebellum Corps of Engineers for a dozen years.
Nevertheless, the author’s contention that by the end of
1862 Union military leadership had recognized the
engineering potential of their volunteers and established
an organization to tap that potential remains valid.
In the final section, the author explores the impact of the
Union’s engineering capability on the major campaigns
from 1863 through 1865. He finds that the previously
established pattern continued; the Confederacy could not
match Union technical improvisation. For instance, during
Lee’s withdrawal after Gettysburg, his army was delayed
ten days while southern engineers cobbled together a
bridge over the Potomac. Lee had earlier refused to
combine the pioneer companies of his army’s divisions
into a dedicated engineer regiment because, Army writes,
he “believed it was impracticable to get an engineer
regiment into combat” (217). That is somewhat
misleading. Lee was worried that a large engineer
regiment would be less efficient in combat, but he also
feared that if pioneer companies were removed from their
divisions to form a larger unit, his division commanders
would draw more men from infantry regiments to create
new divisional pioneer companies, reducing the army’s
fighting force (OR, series 1, vol. 27, pt. 3, 1017). Lee’s
concerns suggests that it may not necessarily have been a
lack of skilled manpower that disadvantaged the
Confederacy in engineering operations. Perhaps it was just
the disparity in overall manpower that gave northern
leaders the opportunity to create dedicated, if improvised,
engineering units, an opportunity, as Army clearly
demonstrates, of which they took full advantage.
Moreover, additional consideration of the Overland and
Petersburg campaigns might have further refined Army’s
largely negative view of Confederate technical innovation.
Instead, his treatment of these operations is limited by his
concentration on the logistical consequences of military
engineering. His discussion of the Overland Campaign
focuses almost exclusively on Grant’s movements, even
though Earl Hess has concluded in Trench Warfare under
Grant and Lee that the expanded use of field fortifications
in this campaign was first improvised by Confederate
officers and men in response to Grant’s policy of

continuous contact. Similarly, Army neglects most of the
engineering-related operations around Petersburg, except
for events leading to the Battle of the Crater. In the
neglected operations, however, at least one Confederate
soldier improvised a method of detecting Federal mining
activity. While not critical to the campaign, such action
suggests the type of bottom-up innovation that the author
finds lacking among Confederate forces (Hess, In the
Trenches at Petersburg, 112).
Thomas Army Jr. has produced an interesting and
thought-provoking study of military engineering in the
Civil War with which students of the war, logistics, and
technology will have to reckon. While his ultimate
conclusion that the Union’s engineering advantage was
the critical reason for northern victory is still open for
debate, he has launched what looks to be a profitable and
enjoyable discussion, one that could benefit from a similar
analysis of the well-known Confederate naval innovations
such as the submarine, torpedo boat, and ironclad.
Mark A. Smith is an associate professor of history at Fort
Valley State University in central Georgia. His book,
Engineering Security: The Corps of Engineers and Third
System Defense Policy, 1815-1861 (University of
Alabama Press, 2009), examines the national defense
policy developed and implemented by the Corps of
Engineers between the War of 1812 and the Civil War. He
is currently editing a journal and memoir by a Union
engineer soldier.

Custer's Trials: A Life on the
Frontier of a New America
by Stiles, T.J.
Publisher: Knopf
Retail Price: $30.00
Issue: Summer 2016
ISBN: 9780307592644

Custer in Context: An Insightful Look at a Controversial
Figure
When one produces a book about such a well-covered
topic as the life of George Armstrong Custer, he or she
must face the daunting challenge of explaining why the
world needs yet another book about that subject. That
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question, after all, will be among the first that a shrewd
reviewer will ask upon picking up that book. In his latest
work, Custer’s Trials: A Life on the Frontier of a New
America, acclaimed biographer T.J. Stiles ably addresses
that concern, arguing that a key to understanding Custer
and the American public’s enduring fascination with him
is examining his life within its relevant historical context.
Stiles, the author of The First Tycoon: The Epic Life of
Cornelius Vanderbilt and Jesse James: The Last Rebel of
the Civil War as well as winner of the Pulitzer Prize in
Biography and the National Book Award, offers a fresh
look at a familiar subject by immersing readers in the
story of how Custer struggled to adapt to a modernizing
America.
Stiles asserts that Custer lived on a frontier in time, as his
life unfolded as the United States entered a period of rapid
modernization in the mid-nineteenth century. Although he
contributed to the nation’s changing landscape as a hero of
the Civil War and famed Indian fighter, Custer found
himself stuck between the past and the future, ambivalent
toward the present. His Civil War exploits helped to
destroy slavery while he proved to be no champion of
African American rights as well as expressed what we
might call white supremacist views. Similarly, he was
romantic in many of his tastes and actions yet he
expressed enthusiasm for some innovations. His fame
placed him in the spotlight and his struggles earned him
lasting public attention, for, according to Stiles, “Custer’s
contradictions spoke to the millions Americans who also
failed to root themselves in the new world” (xix).
Furthermore, the author concludes that Custer’s inability
to adapt to modernity helps to explain his personal
instability and tumultuous military career.
Another overarching theme of Stiles’ book is that
ambition drove Custer and made his life into a series of
trials. From a young age, Custer was insecure, feared
obscurity, and desperately sought the approval of others.
This began within his household as a child as he sought to
please his father while pursuing his own course through
life and continued through his military career, right up to
his demise at the Battle of the Little Bighorn. Custer’s
ambition led him to be reckless at times, to the point of
teetering on self-destruction, but his acumen as an army
officer – particularly his leadership in combat – time and
time again saved his life and career. That, of course, came
to an end in 1876, but Stiles contends that we must not
fixate on Custer’s death to the neglect of the rest of the
story. As he ably demonstrates, looking at the totality of
Custer’s life and not treating it as a mere prelude to the
Little Bighorn is a fruitful exercise, for doing so highlights

the many forces that shape an individual – and public
memory of that historical figure.
There is much to praise about Custer’s Trials. It is a
balanced book that treats Custer as neither a hero nor a
villain, but rather a complex and often contradictory
individual. It is also a well-rounded book that covers many
facets of Custer’s life and times. Indeed, it is far more than
a mere military biography, as Stiles closely investigates
Custer’s private life, especially his passionate yet troubled
marriage with Elizabeth Bacon Custer, provides concise
yet insightful biographical sketches of key players in
Custer’s life, tackles issues of race and gender in the
nineteenth century, and incorporates relevant discussions
of Native American cultures and United States
government actions. Firmly placing Custer’s story within
its historical context not only provides that narrative with
a rich backdrop, but it enables readers to better appreciate
the array of forces that shaped the man and his legacy.
Stiles bases his study on a strong research base, for in
addition to consulting relevant literature on a wide variety
of topics ranging from Native American and Western
history to key works on the Civil War and biographies of
Custer and many of his contemporaries, he also heavily
references and quotes letters, diaries, reports, and other
historical documents that shed light on Custer and those
around him.
There are some points of caution worth mentioning. For
one, Stiles does not delve much into the events that
unfolded during the Little Bighorn Campaign, as he
devotes only a portion of the Epilogue to highlighting
some testimony presented during Frederick W. Benteen’s
Court of Inquiry proceedings. Similarly, although Stiles
alludes to the significance of discourse that followed
Custer’s demise in shaping popular memory, he does not
explore Custer’s afterlife trials as his image evolved over
time. Also, it is worth pointing out that Stiles occasionally
indulges in speculation, especially regarding Custer’s
possible extramarital activities. Although the historical
record is not conclusive regarding whether or not Custer
remained faithful to Libbie, Stiles repeatedly intimates
that he was not. As a case in point, on page 155, as part of
his discussion of Custer’s relationship with alleged
Confederate spy Annie Jones, Stiles writes, “He had
allowed her to stay at his “headquarters” (in her own tent?
in his tent? in his bed?) as he made inquiries at army
hospitals.”
Ultimately, scholars and general readers alike should find
value in Custer’s Trials. The book is well-written and
engaging, including vivid descriptions of detail (such as of
Custer’s many outfits) as well as effective overviews of
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the “big picture” (such as of the U.S. government’s
Indian policy). Stiles enables readers to better
understand Custer the man while also highlighting
the early roots of the mythic Custer. Scholars should
appreciate that Stiles throws new light on an old topic
while general readers should value the book’s
accessibility and insight. For these reasons and
others, Custer’s Trials merits a place on the
bookshelf alongside Robert M. Utley’s Cavalier in
Buckskin, Evan S. Connell’s Son of the Morning Star,
and other top Custer biographies.
Adam R. Hodge is Assistant Professor of History at
Lourdes University in Sylvania, Ohio. His recent
publications include a historiographic essay on
Indian scouts that appeared in A Companion to
Custer and the Little Bighorn Campaign (WileyBlackwell, 2015) and an article entitled “‘Our
women and children cry for food, and we have no
food to give them’: The Environmental Dimensions of
Eastern Shoshone Dispossession,” which appeared
in The Confluence (2016).
Cape May County Civil War Round Table
c/o
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